
Strong teaching skills are an integral part of the qualifications required for a successful career inside 
and even outside academia (e.g. many non-academic institutions also regularly engage in internal and 
external training activities). Pre-doctoral researchers interested in gaining initial teaching experiences 
without the obligation of having to design and lead an entire course on their own have the opportunity 
to participate as assistants in teaching activities at IBEI. Most of the teaching will focus on conducting 
seminars with small groups of students, but other supportive collaborations are also possible.  

This call is aimed for declarations of interest to the community of Political Science and International 
Relations PhD students in Barcelona. Interested candidates can submit their CVs for inclusion in the 
institute’s roster of potential teaching assistants for the academic course 2022-2023. Candidates 
will then be selected in a competitive process and according to the institute’s teaching needs in the 
following academic year. Inclusion in the teaching roster does not guarantee being incorporated into 
the teaching program.

A per-hour economic compensation will be provided for PhD students who do not have scholarships or 
any other type of full-time funding. 

OPEN CALL

Applications must be submitted by July 15, 2022.

Teaching Collaboration 
for PhD Students at IBEI 
Academic Course 2022-2023

INSTITUT BARCELONA D’ESTUDIS INTERNACIONALS (IBEI)

The Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals (IBEI) is a graduate teaching and research institution created by 
all five public universities in Barcelona (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Universitat de Barcelona, Universitat 
Pompeu Fabra, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya) and CIDOB (Barcelona 
Centre for International Affairs). IBEI supports research in all fields of international politics, international relations, 
international security, foreign policy, globalization, development and inequalities.

IBEI is an equal opportunities employer. IBEI holds the HR Excellence in Research 
distinction from the European Commission, which recognises the institute’s efforts 
to create a stimulating and favourable work environment and its commitment to 
continuously improve human resources policies.

Further information about IBEI and its Master’s programmes can be obtained at www.ibei.org

For inclusion in the roster, candidates should submit: 

 ● An updated CV
 ● A proof of inclusion in a relevant PhD programme
 ● A letter of motivation, outlining relevant areas of expertise and/or prior teaching experience

The application should be saved as one PDF document and sent to: Carlos Sanchez, research 
coordinator at IBEI (csanchez@ibei.org).

https://www.ibei.org/en
mailto:csanchez%40ibei.org?subject=

